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Abstract—A user-centred identifier enables verifiable and de-
centralized digital identity, and lead users to control and to
generate their own identifiers using systems they trust. This is
how Self-Sovereign Identity works. This paper presents the case
of universities, where several different agents need their own
identifier and shows a digital identity mathematical model for
the academic context. Moreover, the Alastria model for the same
context is detailed for a specific case of students’ mobility.

I. INTRODUCTION

A digital identity is considered as a digital reference to a

person [1]. It is the means for individuals to prove electroni-

cally that they are who they say they are and it make possible

to distinguish different people or entities from one another. In

the case of Self-sovereign identity (SSI) users own and manage

their digital identity without a service provider, and which

cannot be taken away from them. Essential characteristics of

SSI are security of personal data, controllability and the “right

to be forgotten”, and portability that gives user the option to

access it wherever they want, from all places and at every time

[2]–[4].

The Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 of the European Par-

liament and of the Council of July 23, 2014 on electronic

identification and trust services for electronic transactions

in the internal market and repealing Directive 1999/93/EC

(OJ L 257, 28.8.2014, pp. 73-114), defines the Decentralized

Identifier (DID) of the SSI, as a new way of identify digital

identity. The DID is under the control of the user, and it does

not depend on any centralized registry, identity provider, or

certificate authority. A DID document is a digital document

that describes how to use that specific DID. Moreover, the

DID document may contain at least proof purposes and

verification methods (provide mechanisms for proving things

such as authentication), and service endpoints (enable trusted

interactions with the DID controller).

User-centred identity avoid external control and make users

their own identity providers, and thus, there is no need of a

external provider or trusted third party. Institutions, companies

or social networks do no longer need to trust each other, they

just need to trust the user [5]. It is more and more common to

find users that don’t want to reveal their private information

when they access to network services. When doing this, an

individual must be authorized to enter the network services

after identity and corresponding keys identification, which are

generated and managed by the network operator. However,

this procedure makes users lose the control of their data. SSI

provides users the control of their personal data and identifying

information, and avoid access to their sensitive data by third

persons [6].

Sometimes an individual changes his residence, he get a

new certificate or attestation, or get the driven license for the

first time, or changes the service provider. In the past, these

issues usually indicated that the person must start again with

the process of creating new identities. One of the advantages of

SSI is that users can maintain their digital identities, which do

not depend on their residence, their national eID infrastructure

or their service providers [7].

Besides control the secure storage, access and control of

personal information, with this identity system, users can add

or delete their personally identifying information. This feature

adds new functionalities to this systems and improve other

traditional identity management schemes [6].

A secure identity management model is possible with the

use of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). Blockchain

distributed ledger technology has proven to allow trusted and

auditable computing using a decentralized network of peers

not controlled by anyone, which does not need that third

entity that has to be trusted in current systems. Operations

and transactions carried out on the blockchain platform are

known as a ledger [8]–[10].

Blockchain technology includes hash functions, digital sig-

natures, elliptic curves, and Merkle trees to ensure information

integrity, verification and authentication [11].

Universities provide training in the form of short or long

courses, degrees, Ph.D. courses, etc. that may range from a few

hours to months or years, to “students” from diverse interests

and backgrounds. Students could be young people arriving

to higher education, or teachers from different educational

levels, or employees or pensioners, or individuals that want to

receive any kind of training. The emergence of technologies as

mobile devices and smart phones increase the possibilities to

access to studies from all over the world. Although the existing

university services and processes are highly centralized relying

mainly in the rector and vice-rectors, and the administrative

statements, all people involved in university context need a

digital identity [12].

This paper is organized as follows: Section II details the

digital identity model for the university context. Section III

is centred in Alastria model adapted to the higher education

environment. Finally, some conclusions from this study are

included.
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II. EUROPEAN SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY FRAMEWORK

The Electronic Identification and Trust Services (eIDAS)

Regulation creates a new system for secure electronic interac-

tions across the EU between businesses, citizens and public

authorities. It aims to improve trust in EU-wide electronic

transactions and to increase the effectiveness of public and

private online services and e-commerce. It applies to electronic

identification (eID) schemes notified to the European Commis-

sion by EU countries. It removes existing barriers to the use of

eID in the EU. For instance, it would now be straightforward

for a Portuguese firm to tender for a public service contract

in Sweden, while EU funding grants can be managed wholly

online.
In 2018, 27 EU Member States, Norway, and Liechtenstein

signed a declaration creating the European Blockchain Part-

nership (EBP). This group assists the European Commission

with the establishment of a European Blockchain Services

Infrastructure (EBSI) that will support the delivery of cross-

border digital public services, with the highest standards of

security and privacy. The EBSI is designed as a market-

friendly ecosystem based on open standards and a transparent

governance model and is the first blockchain infrastructure

in the entire EU to provide a secure system for governmental

entities, which are able to act as intermediaries for many digital

transactions.
In this way, EBSI supports the creation of cross-border

services that help citizens and companies to manage identity,

educational credentials and registration documents. To this

end, since 2020, EBSI has been implementing a network

of distributed nodes across Europe, supporting applications

focused on seven selected use cases. These selected use

cases are detailed in Table I. Moreover, there are currently

four use cases: Self-Sovereign Identity, Diploma, Document

Traceability and Trust Data Sharing.
The European Self-Sovereign Identity Framework (ESSIF)

arose to achieve trusted identification and authentication in a

decentralized network and to allow citizens to use their own

digital identity without a centralised authority. This trusted

authority is not needed anymore.
In Europe, the SSI framework makes possible digital inter-

actions between citizens and official public entities, and be-

tween different public entities and/or private parties. ESSIF is

aligned with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

and the electronic IDentification, Authentication and trust

Services (eIDAS). This legal frameworks provide citizens’

secure European digital identity. Moreover, this framework is

based in the EBSI.
Therefore and to avoid digital fraud, governments need tech-

nology capable of verifying the authenticity of the information

they handle, with the goal of sever society. This has become

a challenge that is essential to address. To build the European

regulatory framework in the process of moving from paper to

a digital environment, personal information must be shared in

a trusted way.
The main objective of the EBSI-based European ESSIF is to

identify natural persons and legal entities. The identification

can be done with many types of documents such as attes-

tations, diplomas, permissions (driving license, etc.), or other

different relationships between entities. To makes this possible

the following aspects must be considered:

1) To define the technological components and architecture

of the ESSIF

2) To establish the ESSIF’s trust and governance frame-

works

3) To integrate the EU regulations

4) To define the core services and minimal functionalities

for a full capability

5) To design the different process’s paths

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the ESSIF adapted to the univer-

sity context, where the student is the natural person that has his

own legal presentation. He creates his Decentralized Identifier

(DID) and links it to the EBSI ledger. After this, he is able

to collect and share data securely. The legal entity (university)

has a legal presentation to other parties and delivers services.

It can verify data to facilitate digital interactions with other

parties. The legal entity, which is uniquely identifiable, is

responsible for creating and securing DID and its associated

keys. Moreover, the DID is registered on the EBSI Ledger. In

this case, the student can obtain a verifiable ID or an attestation

in order to identify and authenticate himself when requested by

the university staff and faculty. Thus, at this point the student

stores his verifiable ID in his user wallet.

The student can request verifiable attestation from his uni-

versity. In fact, a student with a lot of verifiable credentials

(VC) can provide a broader range of trustworthy data. Stu-

dent’s wallet is made of all his VC. On the other hand, the

student authenticates to the university presenting the required

VC.

III. DIGITAL IDENTITY MODEL FOR UNIVERSITY CONTEXT

The term identification comes from the underlying assump-

tions on centuries of experience in a paper-based world. The

procedures and models of paper-based identifications fails

when they wanted to move to a digital networked identities.

An identification document such as a passport or a identity

card include personal data like name, date and place of birth,

etc. These systems link attributes that authenticate individuals

as citizens with others that authenticate individuals identity

(for instance, the name). Moreover, an off-line identification

is possible through a biometric method (the photograph and

fingerprint) [13].

On the other hand, a person and any entity can have several

identifiers. A serial number, a certificate, a car number plate,

the number of a building in a street, or a property registry

number are some examples of identifiers. These identifiers are

characterised by attributes, which include date of birthday, eye

color, genetic pattern, address, location, country, passport or

social security numbers, etc., and each attribute has its specific

values. With the identifier and the corresponding attributes

and attribute values, the entity’s identification is established.

When someone proofs that association, then the authentication

is done. This is the case of the association of a person with her
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TABLE I. SELECTED USE CASES IMPLEMENTED 
BY EBSI

European Self-Sovereign Identity Implementing a Self-Sovereign Identity model in Europe, allowing
users to create and control their own identity across borders

Diploma Management Citizens gain digital control of their educational credentials, signifi-
cantly reducing verification costs and improving trust in documents’
authenticity

Document Traceability Storing immutable reference data of documents or other digital arte-
facts that can be used at a later stage as proof of their authentic-
ity/integrity and can be linked together to build a trusted, time-stamped
audit trail

Trust Data Sharing Securely share data (such as IOSS VAT identification numbers and
import one-stop-shop) among customs and tax authorities in the EU

SME Financing Opening new sources of (co)-finance political efforts in the area of
sustainable economy, innovation and SMEs modernization via an EU-
wide platform for debt financing

European Social Security Pass (ESSP) Prevention of fraud or error by ensuring easier communication and
data exchange between European countries and the EU Institutions

Asylum Process Management Facilitation of the management of cross-border and cross-authority
processes in dealing with asylum applicants

Fig. 1. Scheme of the European Self-Sovereign Identity Framework adapted to the university context

bank account, a student with her educational registry number,

or the association of the car with its license plate. In the case

of money, its presence is its authentication. When an attribute

is not linked to an identifier, then it is an anonymous identity

[13], [14].

In general, privacy is one characteristic of identification, so

privacy protection must be integrated into a identity manage-

ment system [14].

Based on the digital identity mathematical model defined

by Ferdous, Norman, and Poet [15], E denotes the digital

entity, which corresponds to a specific student, an academic

or an administrative staff in the university context. A set

of contexts, C, and subsets of contexts could be considered,

inside and outside university. University context could be

considered as container of diverse sub-contexts such as email

communication, academic record, payment management, etc.

Thus, as an example, email and acad are considered, i.e.,

C = {email, acad}.

Three entities (students) are considered for this case: S1

(Alice), S2 (Bob) and S3 (Carmen), within contexts email =
{Alice,Bob} and acad = {Alice, Carmen}.

On the other hand, each attribute has a name an a value.

Considering the attributes, Ac, and their values, AVc, for a
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given context, acad, then:

Aacad = {name, degree, course, faculty, subject,mark}.
AVacad = {Alice, Carmen,mechanical, electrical,

2nd, 1st, engineering school,

chemistry, physics, 6.5, 8}
For a given context, c, a partial function, fc can be defined

in such a way that it establishes the following correspondence:

fc : Ac ×Ec → AVc. Thus fc associates an attribute value to

each attribute and an entity. In the case of academic context,

this would be:

facad(name, S1) = Alice

facad(degree, S3) = electrical

facad(faculty, S3) = engineering school

f is defined as partial function because not all attributes and

entities returns an attribute value in context acad.

In the same way, another function can be defined to return,

for an attribute, all its possible values for a given context:

gc : Ac → P(AVc), i.e.,

gc(a) = {fc(a, e)|e ∈ Ec and fc(a, e) is defined},
where a ∈ Ac.

For the case of the academic context this would be,

gacad(subject) = {chemistry, physics}.
Another function, hc is defined to associate the attribute

and its value the corresponding set of entities in context c,
i.e., hc : Ac ×AVc → P(Ec). Thus, for a ∈ Ac and v ∈ AVc

hc(a, v) = {e ∈ Ec|fc(a, e) = v}.
For the example, this is

hacad(faculty, engineering school) = {S1, S3}.
Function ID : C → Ac is defined to get the identifier for all

c ∈ C. So, fc(i, e) is defined ∀e ∈ Ec, and fc(i, e1) �= fc(i, e2)
∀e1, e2 ∈ Ec, being i = ID(c).

An attribute value is not unique. Several values could belong

to different entities. This is the case, for example, of the

name, faculty, degree, etc., which could be the same for

several students. In this case, this is defined as a set of partial

identifiers, and given by PIc. It verifies that PIc ⊆ Ac

and pi ∈ PIc ⇔ fc(pi, e) is defined for some e ∈ Ec.

When the attribute does not have a value for any entity it

is called null identifier, and it verifies that NIc ⊆ Ac and

ni ∈ NIc ⇔ fc(ni, e) is undefined ∀e ∈ Ec.

These sets verifies that Ac = {ID(c)} ∪ PIc ∪ NIc and

they are disjoint sets. In the example of the university context,

there is no null identifier because all of them are partial ones,

e.g., ID(acad) = name, ID(acad) = degree, etc.

A new injective function, pc : AVc → Ec is defined to map

a value of an identifier to its respective entity, for a context,

c. In this case, p(v) = e, where v ∈ AVc is the corresponding

value for ID(c) ∈ Ac and e ∈ Ec, i.e., fc(ID(c), e) = v. For

the context in the example:

pacad(Alice) = S1.

pacad(Carmen) = S3.

For the authentication process, an attribute associated to an

identifier is called credential. Secure credentials are secure to-

kens such as a password, a certificate, voice recognition, retina

scan, etc. A binary function that checks entity’s identifiers and

credentials is defined as follows:

ICc : (ID(c)×AVc)× (credc ×AVc) → {0, 1},
which returns 1 (true) if the identifier and credential matches,

and 0 (false) in other cases. In this case, credc is the attribute

corresponding to the credential for an entity in context c.
The authentication of an individual (entity) in a context c ∈

C, considering its identifier and all possible attribute’s values,

is represented by a binary function, AId : Ec × C × PAVc ×
P(credc) × Ac → B, with input parameters e ∈ Ec, i =
ID(c), vj ∈ P(i), vk ∈ P(credc) and credc. When e =
pc(vj) and IC((i, vj), (credc, vk)) = 1 then the function AId
returns 1 (true), and 0 (false) otherwise.

To summarize, a digital identity model for a given context,

c ∈ C, is made of the following components that were detailed

above:

1) The set of entities, Ec.

2) The set of attributes, Ac and their values, AVc.

3) A function, ID : C → Ac, that maps a context to its

identifier.

4) The credential, credc ∈ Ac, of each entity.

5) A function, fc : Ac ×Ec → AVc, that allows to get, for

an entity, the value of an attribute.

6) A binary function, ICc : (ID(c) × AVc) × (credc ×
AVc) → {0, 1}, that check the correspondence between

an identifier and a credential with their values.

IV. SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY MODEL

A Decentralized Identifier (DID) is a unique identifier that

enables verifiable and decentralized digital identity, and enable

users to control and to generate their own identifiers using

systems they trust. Thus, DID allows data sovereignty and it

is the central part of self-sovereign identity [16]. Moreover,

the unique identifier is defined at a global level, it is cryp-

tographically verifiable, and can work on any blockchain. A

DID is linked to a DID document, which contains the owner

public key [17]. Fig. 2 shows an example of a DID system

that will be detailed throughout this section [18].

Several initiatives have been addressed to provide a de-

centralized identity model, such as ID2020 [19], Uport [20],

Sovrin Foundation [21], or bonifii [22] that allows to develop

SSI-based projects [23].

The Red Alastria Consortium (hereinafter, ALASTRIA)

is a Spanish non-profit association whose main objective

is to create a community made up of all kinds of public

and private organizations, as well as individual experts, to

promote the implementation, standardization, protection and
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Fig. 2. (1) The student asks for credentials to her university; (2) the university provides her with the required credentials; (3) the EU agency request for
proofs of those credentials; and (4) the student proofs her credentials

use of technologies such as Distributed Ledger Technologies

(DLT), promoting knowledge and use by Spanish society

of this technology, promoting its use among administrations,

companies and other social agents.
ALASTRIA has developed the infrastructure called Red

T (the “Network” or the Alastria Partner Network) so

that its partners and associated entities can carry out con-

cept/product/activity tests on it.
The “T Network” is a public network, according to the ITU

classification accessible to any user with a computer and a

Internet connection. The Regular Nodes that participate in it

must be accepted by the Permitting Nodes, but the default

transactions are public. That means that the Critical Nodes

participate in the maintenance and security of the Network

and that all transactions, unless they decide to use Private

Transaction features, they are visible to the various Nodes.
In the T Network there are basically three types of nodes,

defined according to their function in the network (detailed in

Table II).
The software required for all the nodes, their installation and

connection to the T Network of Alastria’s partners is described

in the GitHub tools that have been created in the ALASTRIA

public software repository.
The proposal for digital identity in Blockchain aims to

provide an infrastructure and development framework, to carry

out sovereign digital identity projects, with full legal validity

in the euro zone, following these premises:

• Enable a framework for make use of SSI using

Blockchain, with SSI eIDAS Legal Report, also called

“eIDAS Bridge”

• Follow the guidelines of the e-Identity Workshop Report,

of the EU Blockchain Observatory and Forum

• Compliance with eIDAS Regulation, according to Regu-

lation (EU) No 910/2014 of the European Parliament and

of the Council of 23 July 2014 on electronic identifica-

tion and trust services for electronic transactions in the

internal market and repealing Directive 1999/93/EC

• Make the Digital Identity in Blockchain and the GRPD

two complementary tools, following the recommenda-

tions described in EU Blockchain Observatory and Forum

Self-sovereign identity enables users full control over their

data, and they have the power to decide who can access it

and on what terms. The SSI model developed by Alastria [24]

includes a credential issuer (Issuer), which sends the credential

to an entity or person (Holder), who could use it for a given

service (Verifier). The Verifier should check the authenticity

of credentials. An intermediary (verifiable data registry) would

be in charge of supporting the verification of these credentials,

revocations, public keys, etc. [8].

In what follows the Alastria model for the university context

will be detailed. This model distinguish 3 entities [24]:

• Issuer is enable to create an Identity and provide data to

users (DID documents).

• Service provider or verifier asks for user’s credentials.

• Subject is the final user, in this case a student who wants

to apply for an Erasmus grant. Subjects are owners of

their identities.

When a Issuer creates a credential, the subject can accept or

deny it. Furthermore, users may register to various credential
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TABLE II. TYPES OF NODES IN T 
NETWORK

Validator (block-maker) The validator nodes execute the consensus algorithm, which in the case of this
Red T is the IBFT

Permissioner (Bootnode) They are nodes whose physical addresses (“enodes”) are perfectly known
throughout the network. The network nodes only know the bootnodes they
have in their permission file. Through a bootnode, nodes on the network cannot
learn about other nodes

Regular (general) A node that participates by replicating the blockchain, accepting the blocks
generated by the validators and executing the transactions included in them.
You are also allowed to inject transactions into the network, from sources
outside the blockchain

providers [25].

Fig. 2 represents the example related to the university

context, where there is no flow between the Issuer and the

service provider [18].

An example of these data flow is a student claiming to attend

to Universidad de Salamanca (1) and the university issuing

attest this claim (2). This is mandatory to travel with a Erasmus

grant to another EU university, so, the EU agency will ask

the student about this requirement (3) and the student in this

example sends this information to the EU agency (4). The

agency does not communicate with the university [18].

V. CONCLUSION

University context has been widely studied from different

security perspectives. Students, faculty, administrative staff, an

some other agents are part of this educational area. The use

of a self-sovereign identity enable individuals full control over

their data, and the possibility of deciding who can access it

and on what conditions.

The digital identity mathematical model included in this pa-

per establishes a relation between contexts, entities, attributes

and its values. The identifier was defined as a function that

maps a context, such as the university one, to its identifier.

Finally, from the different proposals of decentralized iden-

tity, this paper propose the use of Alastria model for the

university context.
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